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In cat striate cortex, patchy horizontal
axonal projections
link columns of similar orientation
specificity.
To assess the
physiological
correlates
of such clustered projections,
a new
multisite stimulation
technique was used to functionally
map
the pattern of horizontal
synaptic inputs onto single layer
2/3 cells within tangential
slices of developing
ferret visual
cortex. Twenty-four
separate
sets of horizontal
fibers were
stimulated
within a 1200 pm strip of cortex, while evoked
synaptic responses
were recorded
using whole-cell
patch
methods. For most cells, input maps demonstrated
the presence of clustered
horizontal
connections
in which multiple
strong and weak synaptic responses were alternately evoked
across the stimulated
cortical region. Recordings
from up to
nine cells in a single slice revealed that patterns of synaptic
input were closely correlated
for cells in close proximity, and
that this correlation
decreased
with distance,
with no correlation at distances
greater than 500 pm.
To determine
whether
these physiological
results were
consistent
with the known anatomical
linkage of iso-orientation columns by clustered
horizontal
connections,
mathematical analysis and computer simulations
were performed
upon orientation
tuning maps obtained from optical imaging
of activity-dependent
intrinsic signals in mature ferret visual
cortex. Optical imaging revealed an organization
of iso-orientation domains consisting of broad regions of cortex across
which orientation
preference
smoothly varied, together with
“orientation
centers”
around which orientation
preference
was arranged
in a pinwheel
manner. The distribution
of synaptic connections
between different cortical sites was simulated by a model of functionally
linked iso- orientation
columns. Simulated synaptic input maps, generated
by the same
stimulation
and recording
arrangements
used in our experimental protocol,
accurately
reproduced
the observed
patterns of clustered inputs onto experimentally
recorded cells.
These results indicate that even at the time of eye opening,
prior to extensive visual experience,
most cells receive patterns of synaptic
inputs consistent
with a clustered
organization of horizontal
connections
that functionally
link isoorientation
columns.
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Throughout the mammalian neocortex, patchy long-rangehorizontal connections link spatially separateregionswithin a cortical area (Gilbert and Wiesel, 1979; Rockland and Lund, 1982,
1983; Livingstone and Hubel, 1984; Martin and Whitteridge,
1984). In cat primary visual cortex, clusteredconnectionsoriginate primarily from pyramidal cells(Gilbert and Wiesel, 1979,
1983; Martin and Whitteridge, 1984) and preferentially interconnect columns of similar orientation specificity (Gilbert and
Wiesel, 1989;Malach et al., 1993).The adult pattern ofclustered
connectionsin visual cortex emergesgradually from an initially
unclustered network of horizontal axon collaterals present in
the early postnatal cortex. In cats, in which the emergenceof
clustered connections has been most extensively studied, anatomical studies using retrograde tracers and intracellular dye
injections reveal that horizontal connections are unclustered
during the first postnatal week, prior to eyeopening. Just around
the time of eye opening, crude clustersemerge,which are progressively refined and elaborated over the following 6 weeks
(Callawayand Katz, 1990;Lubke and Albus, 1992a,b).Activitydependentmechanismshave beenshownto organizethe pattern
of horizontal connections during this refinement period (Callaway and Katz, 1991; Lowe1and Singer, 1992).
Although clusteredhorizontal connectionsin developing visual cortex have been examined anatomically, the relationship
between anatomical projections and spatial patterns of functional synaptic connectivity and plasticity is poorly understood.
Cross-correlation methods have demonstrated functional horizontal interactions within developing and mature cat visual
cortex (Tso et al., 1986; Hata et al., 1993; however, this approach cannot determine the patterns of theseconnectionswith
fine spatial resolution. In order to examine the spatial distribution of functional horizontal connections,we have usedwholecell patch-clamp recording, in conjunction with a new multisite
electrical stimulation technique, to map patterns of long-range
horizontal synaptic inputs onto single neurons in ferret visual
cortex. We focused on the state of horizontal connections in
layer 2/3 of animals around the time of eye opening, postnatal
day (P) 28-34, which in the cat correspondsto the time at which
crude clustersemerge.These experiments focused on whether
the patterns of horizontal synaptic connectivity in theseyoung
corticesareconsistentwith the presenceof clusteredconnections
that link iso-orientation columns. To investigate this issue,we
experimentally mappedthe pattern of synaptic inputs onto single cells using a large multielectrode stimulation array. These
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patterns were then compared to computer simulations
of clustered connections predicted by a model of linked iso-orientation
columns. Computer
simulations
were performed upon orientation tuning maps obtained from optical imaging of activitydependent intrinsic signals from adult ferret visual cortex. In
the simulations,
cortical sites with the same orientation
tuning
were strongly connected, with the connection strength decreasing between sites having progressively more orthogonal
orientation tuning preferences. Our results indicate that even at the
time of eye opening, prior to extensive visual experience, most
cells receive patterns of synaptic inputs consistent with a clustered organization
of horizontal
connections
that functionally
link iso-orientation
columns.

Materials and Methods
Slice preparation. Ferrets (P28-34) were anesthetized with Nembutal
(60 mg/kg, Lp.) and decapitated. The skull and dura were reflected to
expose the brain. The brain was removed and placed into ice-cold
oxvaenated sucrose-artificial cerebral sainal fluid (ACSF) (see below for
composition). A block of the mediolaieral occipital cortex, containing
visual areas 18 and 17, was cut from the surrounding tissue and the pia
gently removed. This tissue block was placed into the vibratome chamber and immediately covered with ice-cold oxygenated sucrose-ACSF.
Tangential slices were cut at 350 pm thickness, maneuvered onto small
sheets of membrane filter paper (Nuclepore Corp., Pleasanton, CA) (12
pm pore size), and then transferred to an interface chamber held at 33°C.
Only slices obtained from the first two tangential cuts were used, to
ensure that only layers 2, 3, and parts of layer 4 would be contained
within the slices. Slices were maintained in a heated interface chamber
in an atmosphere of 95% O,, 5% CO,. After 1 hr, the sucrose-ACSF
was replaced by standard ACSF. After at least another hour, slices were
transferred to a recording chamber where they were submerged in a
constantly perfused solution of oxygenated ACSF (flow rate > 1 mV
min, recording chamber volume - 1 ml) at room temperature.
Electrophysiological recordingandstimulation.
Whole-cell patch electrodes (5-9 MQ) were pulled from capillary glass tubing. Conventional
“blind patching” methods and instrumentation were used to obtain
gigaohm seals (Blanton et al., 1989). After rupture of the cell membrane,
cells were held at -66 mV and the holding current monitored continuously. Slices were viewed in the recording chamber with a dissecting
scope fitted with a gridded reticule in the eyepiece, which allowed the
exact location of recording sites to be determined.
The multielectrode stimulation array consisted of 24 monopolar electrodes arranged in a single row with approximately 50 pm separation
(center to center) between adjacent electrodes. Each stimulating electrode consisted of a 25-pm-diameter tungsten wire (California Fine
Wire, Grover City, CA) insulated except at the tip. The overall length
of the array was 1200 Nrn. The electrode array was positioned parallel
to the top surface of the slice and the electrode tips were inserted approximately 100-200 pm into the slice (Fig. 1A). Before each experiment, the resistance of each stimulating electrode was checked by applying single short-duration current pulses to ensure that the resistances
of all electrodes did not vary by more than lO-20%. It was important
that all electrode resistances were approximately equal, ensuring that
the tip exposure, and therefore the current passed by each electrode for
a given voltage, would be equivalent.
To ensure that distinct cell groups were activated by the stimulation
array, we determined the extent to which sets of cells stimulated by

adjacent electrodes were separate and nonoverlapping by applying the
method of occlusion (Bradler and Barrionuevo, 1989). This was done
in four different slices at the same stimulus intensities used in the experiments (4-9 V). Under voltage clamp, the response evoked by simultaneous activation of any two inputs was compared to the algebraic
sum of the responses evoked by activation of the inputs separately. If
overlapping groups of cells were stimulated, the algebraic sum would
be greater than the simultaneously evoked response of the two inputs.
We could not detect any significant difference between evoked and
summed responses (t test, P < 0.05). This indicates that stimulation
electrodes activated separate cell populations. A histogram of the mean
differences between evoked and summed responses for electrodes separated by distances up to 200 pm (four electrode separation) demonstrates that these differences were negligible (Fig. 1E).
Electrical stimuli consisted of square pulses of 100 psec duration
ranging from 4 to 9 V. Single test pulses were delivered to successive
electrodes at a rate of 0.2 Hz. Synaptic responses were recorded in
voltage-clamp mode (Axopatch- 1D). Stimulus intensities were adjusted
so that synaptic responses were below spike-generating thresholds. When
more than one cell was recorded from in a single slice, we attempted
to maintain the same distance between the stimulation array and each
recorded cell.
Solutions. The standard ACSF contained, in mM, NaCl, 125; MgSO,,
1.3; CaCl,, 3.2; KCl, 5; KH,PO,, 5.2; dextrose, 10; and NaHCO,, 25.7.
In sucrose-ACSF, NaCl was replaced by 248 mM sucrose (Aghajanian
and Rasmussen, 1989). Both solutions were saturated with 95% O,, 5%
CO,. Internal solution for the recording electrodes contained, in mM,
o-gluconic acid, 110; CsOH, 110; EGTA, 11; CsCl,, 10; MgCl,, 1; CaCl,,
1; HEPES, lo; ATP, 0.3; GTP, 1.8.
Analysis andconstruction ofsynaptic input maps. For each input map,
3-10 stimulation trials were averaged from each electrode. To visualize
more easily the large-scale structure in these maps, spatial averaging
was used to smooth the data acquired from the 24 electrodes and was
overlaid upon the original data (Fig. 1D). This was done by performing
a weighted sum ofeach response with its two nearest neighbors according
to the following scheme: each of the two neighbors’ responses were
weighted by 20% while the central response was weighted by 60% before
summing (Fig. 1C,D). This procedure left the overall shape and largescale structure of the pattern intact, but reduced the contribution of
small fluctuations in the pattern.
To determine quantitatively the similarity of synaptic input maps,
the Pearson product-moment
correlation coefficient r was calculated
between pairs of maps (Glantz, 198 1):
r = Z ((X - X,)( Y - Y,))/(Z (X - XMy Z (Y - YMy)%
where Xand Y are the observed responses in maps 1 and 2, respectively,
at each electrode, and X,,, and Y, are the mean responses for each map.
The magnitude of r describes the strength of the association between
the two sets of responses and the sign of r describes the direction of this
association. For each electrode, X and Y responses will be positively
correlated when they deviate from the mean in the same direction, while
they will be negatively correlated when they deviate from the mean in
opposite directions.
For certain portions of our data analysis, statistically significant peak
responses were extracted from the raw data. This was determined in
each map by first locating each peak and trough in the raw data. Peaks
were located at an electrode i where the evoked response was larger than
both adjacent responses at electrode positions i - 1 and i + 1. Similarly,
troughs were located at an electrode i where the evoked response was
smaller than both adjacent responses at electrode positions i - 1 and i
+ 1. After all peaks and troughs were located by this method, a t test
(P < 0.05) was independently applied to all peak responses and each

Figure 1. Mapping synaptic input patterns onto individual cells. A, Arrangement of recording and stimulation electrodes in slice preparation. &
Evoked EPSCs for three different electrodes from a single slice experiment. Each trace is the average of four trials. The cell was located approximately
800 pm from the stimulation array. Arrows indicate the stimulus artifact. C, Amplitude of synaptic responses evoked by each of the 24 stimulation
electrodes. Each bar is the average of four trials and error bars show the standard deviation. The locations of the evoked synaptic responses shown
in B are labeled and marked by arrows. D, The data in C were spatially averaged to emphasize large-scale structure in the synaptic input maps (see
Materials and Methods), and was overlaid upon the raw data map. E, A histogram of the mean difference between evoked and summed responses
as a function of electrode spacing (n = 444 pairs), Adjacent electrodes were 50 pm apart while electrodes located 200 pm apart were separated by
three intervening electrodes. These calculations were carried out as part of the occlusion test to determine the independence of fiber bundles
stimulated by adjacent electrodes (see Materials and Methods). The graph demonstrates that the differences between summed and evoked responses
were statistically negligible across the full range of tested electrode spacings.
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of the two closest trough responses on either side of the peak. Peaks
that were statistically different than both troughs were tagged as significant. In the case of a peak with only one trough (e.g., for a peak near
the edge of a map), the response at the closest edge of the map was used
as a second trough as long as this response was smaller than the peak.
Optical imaging of intrinsic signals. Four ferrets (P43-P74) were anesthetized with a mixture of ketamine hydrochloride (40 mg/kg, i.m.) and
xylazine hydrochloride (2 mgKg, i.m.). During recording, animals were
maintained at an anesthetized level with sodium pentothal (lO-20
mg/
kg, i.v.). They were paralyzed to prevent eye movements with pancur&Cum bromide (22 mg/kg, i.p.) and artificially respirated with a mixture of 70% N,O. 30% 0, suuplemented with 0.5-l .5% halothane. Heart
rate and temperature of the animal were monitored throughout the
duration of the experiment. The eyes were covered with a thin film of
mineral oil to prevent drying. After removing the skull and dura above
an area of visual cortex that included portions of areas 17 and 18 (Law
and Stryker, 1988), either (1) a stainless steel chamber was cemented
onto the skull, filled with mineral oil, and sealed with a glass coverglass,
or (2) a glass coverglass was maneuvered into place with a micromanipulator and gently pressed against the exposed cortical surface to
prevent movements due to heartbeat and respiration.
Images were acquired using an enhanced video acquisition system
(Optical Imaging Inc.). The acquisition protocol was similar to previously described methods used in the cat (Bonhoeffer and Grinvald,
1993). Ferrets were monocularly stimulated through the contralateral
eye with moving high-contrast square wave gratings presented on a
video monitor placed 30-40 cm from the animal. The gratings consisted
of 0.98” wide bars at a spacing of 5.8” and drifted at 13”/sec. Gratings
were drifted successively back and forth in opposite directions during
each image acquisition trial, which lasted 3 sec.
Computer simulation of synaptic inputs from orientation maps. The
organization of iso-orientation domains in a 74-d-old ferret is shown
in Figure 7A. This image represents a map of orientation preferences
across a region of visual cortex. To construct this map, responses were
first obtained for gratings presented at eight different orientations between 0 and 158”. Next, differential orientation images were obtained
by subtracting responses from orthogonal orientation maps (Blasdel,
1992). Intensity variations over intervals larger than 1.2 mm were removed by smoothing the image with an appropriate-sized convolution
kernel (all pixels uniformly weighted), and subtracting the result from
the oriainal. These images were normalized by dividing the deviation
from mean at each pixel by the average absolute value-deviation over
the entire image. The resulting eight differential images were summed
vectorially to produce the orientation preference map shown in Figure
7A, according to previously described methods (Bonhoeffer and Grinvald, 1993). For each pixel, the orientation preference was coded according to the colors shown to the right of the image.
Synaptic input maps were calculated by placing a simulated “electrode
array” onto a random location of the orientation tuning map (see Fig.
7). In addition, the array could also be positioned at a specific coordinate
location in the orientation map. The array is represented by the white
line seen in Figure 7B, and stimulation sites were all image points located
under this line. Next a “recording” site was selected representing the
location of a cell receiving synaptic input from all the stimulation sites.
The length of the simulated stimulation array and the distance between
the recording site and array were equal to those used in our experiments.
As in our experiments, when recording from multiple cells in one slice,
multiple simulated recording sites were chosen to be roughly the same
distance from the stimulation array. Typically, input maps for 15 cells
were calculated for each stimulation array location. The strength of the
synaptic connection between each stimulation and recording site was
varied according to the following rule: sites with the same orientation
tuning were most strongly connected with a synaptic weight of 1.O,which
decreased linearly to 0.0 for sites having orthogonal orientation preferences.

Results
Our results are divided into four sections. In the first section
we showthat neonatalneuronsin layer 2/3 of ferret striate cortex
receive clustered synaptic inputs via intrinsic horizontal connections. The second section demonstratesthat cells in close
proximity to one another receive similar patterns of synaptic
inputs, and that these patterns shift in a consistent manner as

the recording site moves acrossthe cortical surface, becoming
more dissimilar betweencellslocated farther apart. In the third
and fourth sections we compare experimental patterns of responsesto thosepredicted from computer simulations,and find
that most cells (81%) receive patterns of clustered synaptic inputs predicted by the adult pattern of linked iso-orientation
columns, while the remaining cells receive nonclusteredinputs
as predicted by a pattern of diffuse horizontal connections in
young cortex. In our experiments, we observed no significant
difference in the patterns of synaptic input or their modification
between slicesobtained from P28-P34 animals.
Functional horizontal connectionsare clustered
The multielectrode array (seeMaterials and Methods) allowed
mapping of horizontal synaptic inputs onto singlecells from a
strip of cortex 1200 pm long (Fig. 1A). In the typical slice recording and stimulation arrangement, the recording electrode
wasplaced 500-800 pm from the stimulation array. Stimulation
at each of the 24 sitesevoked short-latency (3-8 msec)inward
postsynaptic currents with peak amplitudes rangingbetween 10
and 250 pA, with durations of approximately 100 msecat all
locations (Fig. 1B). For eachcell, an input map wasconstructed
by plotting the amplitude of synaptic responsesevoked by each
of the 24 stimulation electrodes (Fig. 1C). Although cells received input from every stimulated site,the strengthof the input
from the different locations varied considerably. Input maps
revealed that most cellsreceived clusteredsynaptic inputs consistingof multiple peaksseparatedby regionsof weaker evoked
responses
(Fig. 1D). Of 83 cellsrecordedfrom 15 slices,67 (8 1%)
had mapswith clusteredinputs. The remaining cells had maps
in which the largestsynaptic inputs wereelicited primarily from
a singleregion.
In Figures 2A, 3A, and 4A, the statistically significant peaks
(seeMaterials and Methods) are marked by arrowheads.Most
cellshad mapsconsistingof multiple peak responseswith varying distancesbetweenpeaks.A largeproportion (- 50%)of peaks
were separatedby either about 440 pm or 240 pm (Fig. 5). Figure
5 also shows that interpeak distancesgreater than about 680
pm were not common. The remaining 16 cells(19%) had maps
consistingof a primary singlepeak response(Fig. 2, cell 3; Fig.
4, cells 2, 5). The width of peak responsesalso varied among
cells. Somewere punctate, spanningonly a very smallregion of
cortex (Fig. 2, cell l), while others were more broad and sloping,
covering a much wider cortical region (Fig. 2, cell 4; Fig. 4, cell
2). Peak responsescannot be explained solely by proximity of
thesestimulated cortical regionsto the recording site as peaks
were not necessarily located at the closest electrode. For instance,peak responseswere elicited from cortical areaslocated
a farther distance from the recordingsite than more proximal
cortical areasthat elicited much weaker responses(Fig. 2, cells
1, 7; Fig. 3, cells l-5).
Though a variety of synaptic input patterns were observed,
synaptic responsesalways changedsmoothly and continuously
acrossthe stimulated cortical region. The smooth shifting of
responsesbetween adjacent stimulated sitessuggeststhat these
patterns of synaptic input reflect an underlying functional organization in the system of horizontal connections.
Patterns of horizontal connectionsare locally correlated
To further determine the functional organization of horizontal
connections, we examined the relationships between synaptic
input mapsfor five to nine cells recorded in each singleslice(n
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r;igure 2. Nearby cells have similar patterns of synaptic inputs: results from an experiment in which input maps were acquired for nine cells in
a single slice. A, Normalized input maps from cells located at the indicated positions within the slice. Statistically significant peaks are marked by
arrowheads (see Materials and Methods). All but one cell received the largest-amplitude inputs from cortical sites stimulated by either electrodes
9-l 1 or 15-18. Spatially adjacent cells had similar input maps, and as the recording position shifted from left to right across the slice, the largestamplitude inputs shifted from electrodes 9-l 1 to 15-l 8. For example, cells 2, 3, and 4 had the largest input located at electrode 11, while for cells
8 and 9 the largest input was at electrodes 17-18. Cells 5 and 7, which were located at intermediate positions between cell groups 2, 3,4 and 8, 9
had inputs having equivalent amplitudes located at both electrode sites. B, Statistically significant peaks are marked by black squares for each cell.
All cell maps had a peak at electrodes 9-l 1 regardless of their recording position. Cells 4-9 had an additional peak at electrodes 15-l 8. Other cells
had additional peaks at electrodes 4 and/or 6.
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Figure 3. Shiftsin response
magnitudes
do not correlatewith proximity of the recordingelectrodeto stimulatedcortical sites.Input mapswere

acquiredfor five cellsin a singleslice.A, Sameconventionsasin Figure2. All cell mapsin this experimenthadpeakslocatedat eitherendof the
stimulationarray (electrodes
2-3 or 23) while receivingminimalsynapticinputsfrom cortical regionsstimulatedby the middleportionsof the
array. Cell 1 hadthe largestresponse
from electrode23, the mostdistantstimulationsite,whilecells4 and 5 hadlargestresponses
from electrode
2, alsothe mostdistantstimulationsite.Cell 1 hada dominantpeakresponse
at electrode23 and a weakerpeakresponse
at electrode3. As the
recordingpositionshiftedto the right, cells2 and3 developedequal-sized
peakresponses
at both electrodes
3 and23. Fartherto the right, cells4
and 5 both haddominantpeakresponses
at electrode2. Cells4 and 5 alsohad an additionalweakerpeakresponse
at electrode23. Thus, the
locationof the peaksynapticresponse
shifteddiscretelyfrom electrodepositions23 to 2 asthe recordingsitemovedfrom left to right. Cells2 and
3, locatedat intermediaterecordinglocations,had peakresponses
at both theseelectrodepositions.B, Statisticallysignificantpeaksare marked
by black squares for eachcell.All cellshadpeakresponses
at electrodes
2-3 and23. Spatiallyadjacentcells1-3 alsohada smallerpeakresponse
at electrodes13-l 4.
= 15slices).Within eachslice,neighboringcellsreceived similar
patterns of horizontal connections. As the distancesbetween
cellsincreased,however, thesepatternsbecameincreasinglydissimilar (Figs. 24). This observation wasassessed
quantitatively
by examining the similarity between maps of cells located at

different distances(Fig. 6A). This was accomplishedby calculating the degreeof correlation between smoothed maps of all
cell pairs within each slice (n = 2 16 cell pairs) (seeMaterials
and Methods). For a value of Y = 1, maps are identical; this
value decreasesas maps becomelesssimilar. When cells were
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Figure 4. Patternsof synapticresponse
shift with changes
in recordingposition.Input mapswereacquiredfor ninecellsin a singleslice.A, Same

conventionsasin Figure2. Groupsof nearbycellstendedto havepeakresponses
locatedat the sameelectrodepositions.Cells1 and2 formed
onegrouphavinga dominantpeakat electrodes15-l 6. Cells3 and4 formeda secondgroupalsohavinga response
peakat electrode16but with
a newresponse
peakarisingat electrode20. Cells6, 7, and8 formeda third group,all havinga very weaklyresponding
areaat electrodes13-14,
which wasnot seenin other cells.Thesethreecellsalsohadlargepeakresponses
at electrodes8-10 and20. B, Statisticallysignificantpeaksare
markedby black squares for eachcell.Many cellshadpeakslocatedat electrodes19and/or 16.Additionally, five cells(cells4-8) hadpeakslocated
at electrodes
8-l 1.
located close together (< 100 pm), synaptic input maps were
highly correlated (r = 0.7). This correlation gradually declined
to zero at about 450 pm. Though the overall patterns of synaptic
inputs were quite different for cells separatedby distancesof
greater than about 300 pm, peaksand troughslocated at specific

stimulated cortical locations could still be identified. For example, all cell maps in Figure 2 had a peak located within an
area of cortex stimulated by electrodes9-l 1. The amplitude of
this peak varied greatly for different cells: in some cell maps
this peak wasthe largestinput, while in other mapsit wasquite
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Figure 5. Histograms
of interpeakdistances
for experimentallyrecordedandsimulatedlinkediso-orientation
maps(60grnbins).A, Experimentally

recordedmaps(n = 83 cells).A majority of peakswereseparated
by about440 pmor 240pm. Onepeakwasseparated
by ~-900pm. 8, Simulated
maps(n = 7500).Data wascollectedfrom 500trials. For eachtrial, the stimulationarray wasplacedin a differentrandomlocationand maps
werecalculatedfor 15 differentrecordingpositions.All recordingpositionswere900pm distancefrom the stimulationarray. Interpeakdistances
of about440pmaremostcommon.The numberof instances
of interpeakdistances
greaterthan440pm graduallyfallsoff to zeroat about960pm.
small. A similar example is seenin Figure 3, where all cell maps
had a peak located at electrodes2-3 and 23. Figures 2B, 3B,
and 4B showthe location of all statistically significant peaksfor
each cell within a slice. These graphs demonstrate that many
cellswithin eachslice had peak responses
evoked by stimulation
of the samecortical locations.
Thesedistinct patternsof synaptic input shifted in a consistent
manner as the recording position moved acrossthe slice. Two
slicesare shown in which the location of the largest synaptic
input shifted discretely from one stimulated cortical location to
another as the recording position was moved (Figs. 2, 3). In
these slices,cells located at intermediate recording positions
received largesynaptic inputs from both thesecortical locations.
Therefore, theseshifting patterns of horizontal connectionsfurther demonstrate an underlying organization to the synaptic
connectivity linking different cortical sites.

A model of linked iso-orientation columns reproduces the
observed pattern of clustered horizontal connections
We have demonstrated that cells receive clustered horizontal
inputs from surrounding cortical locations and that synaptic
responsessmoothly vary from one stimulated site to the next.
Furthermore, patterns of input are similar for neighboring cells
and shift in a consistentmannerasthe recordingposition moves.
These characteristics resemble those that might be expected
from the most prominent system of horizontal connections,
thoserelatedto the pattern oforientation columns.For example,
orientation tuning hasbeendemonstratedto vary smoothly across
the cortical surfacein a systemof patchy two-dimensional domains (Fig. 7A). Importantly, anatomical studieshave shown
that clusteredhorizontal connectionspreferentially link together
cortical columns sharingsimilar orientation preference(Gilbert
and Wiesel, 1989).
To test specifically whether the patterns of clusteredconnections we experimentally observed reflect this system of linked
iso-orientation columns, we attempted to reproduce these patterns usingcomputer simulation methods. Computer-simulated

“experiments,” incorporating the samerecording and stimulation paradigm used in our actual experiments, were performed
on two-dimensional orientation tuning mapsderived from optical imaging of activity-dependent intrinsic signalsin ferret
visual cortex (Fig. 7). We began by applying a simple connectivity rule, based upon the anatomical findings of linked isoorientation columns, to the two-dimensional orientation tuning
maps. Cortical sites with the same orientation tuning were
strongly connected,with the connection strength decreasingbetween siteswith progressively more orthogonal orientation tuning preferences (seeMaterials and Methods). We found that
simulatedsynaptic input mapsreproduced many featuresof our
experimental maps (Fig. 8).
The organization of iso-orientation domains in the ferret is
strikingly similar to the cat (Bonhoeffer and Grinvald, 1993).
“Orientation centers,” around which orientation preference is
organized in a pinwheel manner, are observed together with
large cortical regions across which orientation preference
smoothly shifts. Except for discontinuities at the pinwheel centers, orientation preferencein ferret visual cortex, for the most
part, varies smoothly acrossthe cortical surface(Fig. 7A). Such
smooth variations gave rise to simulated synaptic input maps
displaying smooth shifts in synaptic connectivity (Figs. 7C, 8)
similar to our experimental maps-(Figs.2-4, 8). The simulated
maps also demonstrated the presenceof clustered horizontal
connections, similar to the experimental maps, consisting of
multiple peaksseparatedby areasof weaker response(Fig. 8).
A histogramof interpeak distancesfor the simulatedmapsshows
a maximum at 440 pm (Fig. 5A), which is equal to the 440 Mm
interpeak distance that was most commonly observed in the
experimental maps(Fig. U?).
Neighboring cells that have similar orientation preferences
would be expected to receive similar patterns of synaptic inputs
from surrounding cortical locations. This wasdemonstratedby
showingthat the correlation betweensimulatedinput mapswas
very high for neighboring sitesand fell off with increasingdistance (Fig. 6B). This feature was also observed for our experi-
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in eachsliceversusdistancebetweenrecordingsites(n = 216 pairs).Eachbar showsthe averagecorrelationcoefficientplottedinto 50 pm bins.
A correlationcoefficientof 1.Omeansthat mapsareidentical.Input mapsarehighly correlatedbetweencellslocatedclosetogether;thiscorrelation
declinesto zeroat 450 pm.The lower histogram showsthe numberof cellpairsin eachhistogrambin. B, Simulatedmaps.Correlationcoefficients
werecalculatedfor all cellpairsin eachstimulation/recording
trial (n = 84,000pairs).For eachtrial, thestimulationarraywasplacedin a different
randomlocationandmapswerecalculatedfor 15differentrecordingpositions.All recordingpositionswere900pm distancefrom the stimulation
array. As in experimentalmaps,mapsfor simulatedcellslocatedclosetogetherarehighly correlatedandthis correlationfallsoff graduallyto zero
at 450flm.
mental maps(Fig. 6A). Comparisonof Figure 6, A and B, shows
that both experimental and simulated input maps had a correlation coefficient of zero at the samedistance of 450 Frn separation between recording sites. This value is close to the 470
pm average distance between siteshaving orthogonal orientation preferences,calculated from the orientation tuning map
shown in Figure 7. This is not surprising, since cortical sites
having orthogonal orientation preferenceswould be linked to
different surroundingcortical locationsand would thereforehave
very dissimilar input maps.
Interestingly, the simulated maps reproduced the consistent
manner in which experimental synaptic input patterns shifted
with changesin recording position (Fig. 8). The simulations
showedthat changesin orientation tuning at different recording
positions gave rise to corresponding shifts in the pattern of
synaptic inputs. For instance, in Figure 8B orientation prefer-

ence smoothly shifts from purple (85’) to orange (158”) as the
recording position moves from position 1 to 3. Since cortical
siteswith the sameorientation tuning (i.e., samecolor) are preferentially connected, location %” (purple) on the stimulation
array generatesthe largestresponseat recording site 1 (purple).
Likewise, location location “a” (orange) generatesthe largest
responseat recording site 3 (orange). However, both “a” and
“b” generateequivalent responsesat recording site 2, which has
an intermediate orientation tuning between recording sites 1
and 3. A similar shift in synaptic responseswas observed for
the seriesof experimental mapsshown in Figure 8A, suggesting
that there wasa similar shift in synaptic connectivity asobserved
in the simulated maps.In a secondexample, an experimentally
observed single peak split into two separatepeaks as the recording position moved acrossthe slice(Fig. 8C). This behavior
wasreproducedby the simulation when the “stimulation array”
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Figure 7. Method for calculating simulated synaptic input maps. A, A map showing the organization of iso- orientation domains in ferret visual
cortex was derived from optical imaging of activity-dependent intrinsic signals (see Materials and Methods). The orientation angle of best response
for each point in the image was coded according to the colors shown to the right.Arrowspoint to 2 “orientation centers” around which orientation
preference is organized in a pinwheel manner as previously demonstrated in cat visual cortex. B, The area bounded by the whitesquarein A has
been expanded. The stimulation array is represented by the whiteline and a recording position is marked. The length of the stimulation array is
1200 pm. C, The distribution of simulated horizontal synaptic connections between the stimulation sites and recording position in B. Three
corresponding positions along the stimulation array have been labeled in this panel and in B. Position1 had an orientation preference of 83” while
the recording site had a preference of 69”, producing an orientation tuning difference between the two sites of 14”. Since the strength of the synaptic
connection between sites varied from 1.O to 0.0 as the orientation tuning difference varied from 0 to 90”, the synaptic weight between stimulation
position 1 and the recording site was (90-14)/(90) = 0.84. This has been graphed and labeled (1). The orientation tuning difference between
stimulation site 2 and the recording site was 74”. Therefore, the synaptic weight between these two sites was (90-74)/(90) = 0.17 as graphed. The
same process was used to calculate the synaptic weights between stimulation position 3 and the recording site, as well as the remaining stimulation
sites along the array. For this stimulation and recording arrangement, a synaptic input map was generated, having two large peaks at either end of
the stimulation array separated by a region of weaker synaptic connectivity.

traversed the rounded corner of an orientation domain (Fig.
8D).
A radial falloff model reproducesthe observedpattern of
nonclusteredhorizontal connections
A number of experimentally recorded cells had synaptic input
distributions that deviated significantly from thosepredicted by
the model of linked iso- orientation columns. Input mapsfrom
these cells support an alternative model in which horizontal
connectionsare uniformly distributed throughout the cortex but
decline radially in strength from a sourcecortical site. A very
specific pattern of synaptic inputs is predicted by this model
(Fig. 9). Since the strength of synaptic input onto a cell falls off

with increasing distance, an input map is produced having a
single peak located at a position along the stimulation array
nearest to the cell. Synaptic input falls off gradually to either
side of this peak along the stimulation array. The falloff was
modeled by a sine function having maximum amplitude at 0
Km and zero amplitude at 600 pm. For instance, in Figure 9A,
a cell located at recording site 1 would have a peak synaptic
input at stimulation site “b,” which liesdirectly acrossfrom the
cell on the stimulation array. Shifting the recording site relative
to the stimulation array causesa correspondingshift of this peak,
which is seenin the input mapsof cells2 and 3 (Fig. 9B). Figure
9C showsexperimental synaptic input maps for three cells recorded from two different slices.These cells were recorded at
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Figure 8. Experimentally recorded maps are compared to simulated maps derived from the model of linked iso-orientation
columns (see Fig. 7
for the method of calculating simulated maps). In each panel, locations a and b on the stimulation array correspond to points a and b on the
synaptic input maps. In all panels, the stimulation array is 1200 pm long. A and C show experimentally obtained synaptic input distributions from
two different slices, while B and D show that simulated synaptic input maps reproduced many aspects of the experimental data. Both experimental
and simulated input maps showed the existence of strongly clustered horizontal connections consisting of peak responses separated by regions of
weaker synaptic input. Synaptic responses smoothly decreased from these peaks as the cortical stimulation site shifted along the array. A and B,
Peak responses are observed at both ends of the stimulation array. The location of the peak synaptic response shifted from electrode position b to
a as the recording location moved from cell 1 to 3. Interestingly, cell 2, which lies at an intermediate location between cells 1 and 3, had two peak
responses that were at the same locations as the individual peak responses of cells 1 and 3. C and D, Cell 1 had an input map consisting of a single
large peak. As the recording site shifted to the left at cell positions 2 and 3, this single peak split into two separate peaks located to either side of
the original.
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culated between each experimental input map and a simulated
radial falloff map calculatedfrom equivalent recordingand stimulation array position. The histogram showsthe percentageof
experimental cell maps having different degreesof correlation
with the simulated radial falloff maps. A correlation coefficient
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These clusters are

among the earliest anatomical features of cortical functional
architecture. Crude clustershave beendetectedasearly aspostnatal day 8 in the cat, even prior to eye opening; by P14 crude
clusters are clearly present and occupy the same position as
adult clusters(Callaway and Katz, 1990). This is well prior to
the emergenceof ocular dominance columns and occurs at a
time when orientation
tuning is not yet detectable
neurons (Braastad and Heggelund, 1985). Preliminary

Inputs
d
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in many
evidence

in ferrets (J. Durack and L. C. Katz, unpublishedobservations)
suggeststhat crudely clustered axonal collateralsare presentby
about P30, before eye opening. This is at least a week before
most cells in ferret striate cortex are strongly tuned for orientation

(Chapman

and Stryker,

1993). In both cats and ferrets,

the gradualincreasein the number of orientation-tuned neurons
and the precision of clustered connections
between similarly
tuned groups occurs roughly in parallel. Neuronal activity, and
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Figure 9. Simulated and experimental maps predicted by a model
where the strength of horizontal synaptic connections falls off radially
from a source cortical site. A, Recording and stimulation arrangement
for demonstrating the radial falloff model. Recording positions I, 2, and
3 are located closest to respective sites b, c, and d along the stimulation
array. The same recording and stimulation sites are used for both Band
C as follows. B, Simulated maps. Cells I, 2, and 3 have a single peak
response located at stimulation sites ZJ,c, and d, respectively. The peak
is always at a location along the stimulation array closest to, and directly
opposite, the recording site. Shifting the recording position causes the
location of the peak response to correspondingly shift along the stimulation array. C, Experimentally recorded maps for three cells were
recorded from two different slices. Similar to the simulated maps, each
cell has a single peak response that is at a location along the stimulation
array closest to the recording site.

in particular correlated patterns of activity, are clearly critical
for the emergenceboth of orientation tuning (Chapman and
Stryker, 1993) and for the refinement of clustered connections
(Callaway and Katz, 1991; Lowe1and Singer, 1992). On a theoretical level, it has been suggested that the presence of tangential connections could determine the periodicity
and organiza-

tion of orientation columns (von der Malsburg and Cowan,
1982). An obligatory requirement for an activity- and correlation-based mechanismfor the emergenceof clustered connections is the presenceof functional connectionsbetweenthe relevant groups of neurons. A central issue,then, is whether the
patterns of projections and developmental rearrangementsobserved using anatomical approachesare indicative of the presence of patterns of functional synaptic connections.
Most investigations into the development of the system of
horizontal connections have relied on a variety of anatomical
assaysto infer the state of functional connections(Callaway and
Katz,

1990, 1991; Liiwel

and Singer,

1992; Lubke

and Albus,

1992a,b).For example, in previous work usingintracellular dye
1, 2, and 3 as shown in Figure 9A. Each cell’s map
has a single peak located at a position along the stimulating
array closestto that cell. These experimental maps closely resemblethe simulated maps shown in Figure 9B.
Calculations were carried out to determine the similarity of
experimental input mapsand simulated mapsderived from the
model of linked iso-orientation columns, to the radial falloff
model. Figure 1OA showsthe result of this calculation for the

positions

exnerimentallv

acouired

mans. Correlation

coefficients were cal-

injections

in brain

slices, it was found that cells initially

elab-

orated long, unbranchedcollaterals,with few secondarybranches.It wasassumedthat theseaxons formed functional synapses
with roughly

equal probability

along their length,

and that an

increaseddensity of collateral branching implied an increased
density of synaptic contacts(Callaway and Katz, 1990).Because
the sites of actual synapsesin the immature brain are often
difficult to detect anatomically (the axonal swellingstypical of
en ~a.ssantsvnansesin the adult are not vet develoned). it was
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Figure 10. Histograms show the percentage of experimental and simulated linked iso-orientation maps having different degrees of correlation
with maps generated by the radial falloff model. A, Experimental maps. There is a bimodal distribution of cells having either negligible or strong
correlations with the radial falloff model. B, Simulated maps. Almost all linked iso-orientation cells have negligible correlations with the radial
falloff model (n = 800 cells).

not clear if theseearly tangential axonswere even forming func-

tional connections. The results presentedhere, demonstrating
the existence of functionally clustered horizontal connections,
imply that by P30 many or all of the collaterals are forming
functional connections. Our results further indicate that even
prior to eye opening, and well before substantial visual experience, a considerabledegreeof functional organization already
exists in the system of cortical horizontal connections. As the
subsequentdevelopment of this systemrelieson neural activity,
we surmisethat this initial patterning is produced by spontaneous activity in the developing cortex (Goodman and Shatz,
1993).
Determining patterns of functional synaptic connectionsin the
developingcortex
Determining the functional state of horizontal connectionsonto
singlecells is difficult in the immature visual system. Prior to
and shortly after the time of eye opening, conventional in vivo
electrophysiological techniques are of limited use. Becauseof
the low and variable levels of evoked and spontaneousactivity,
cross-correlationmethods (T’so et al., 1986; Hata et al., 1993),
which reveal horizontal connections in older animals, are impractical. Other techniquesthat could reveal the functional state
of horizontal connections (such as surround stimulation) are
compromisedby the optics of the eyeand weak overall responses
of cortical cells around the time of eye opening (Hubel and
Wiesel, 1963; Braastadand Heggelund, 1985). Electron microscopicanalysescan in principle determine the presenceof synapses,but reconstructinglarge-scalepatternsusingthis approach
is exceedingly difficult. Light microscopic techniques are also
of limited use: the characteristic swellingsand varicosities that
identify en passant synaptic boutons in adult cortical neurons
are poorly differentiated in young animals. Furthermore, the
presenceof horizontal inputs determined by these various an-

atomical or physiological techniquesdoesnot reveal the spatial
pattern of these inputs with fine resolution.
Recently, in vitro techniquesfar assessing
the functional state
of connections in the developing cortex have been developed.
Scanninglaser photostimulation using cagedglutamate (Callaway and Katz, 1993;Katz and Dalva, 1993)canprovide detailed
two-dimensional maps of the patterns of synaptic inputs onto
single cortical neurons during the development of horizontal
connections (Dalva and Katz, 1993). Despite the power of this
technique, the speedwith which mapscan be made makesit is
difficult to record patterns of more than one or two cells per
slice. It is therefore difficult to determine whether the patterns
of horizontal inputs onto nearby cellsare similar, and therefore
more likely to reflect an overall pattern of connections present
in the slice. Unlike photostimulation, the multielectrode stimulation array described in this article can produce only anedimensional maps of inputs onto a given cell, and these maps
may also be contaminated by activation of fibers of passage.
Despite these limitations, the array makes it possibleto map
the input pattern rapidly onto a given cell, and to determine the
patterns for numerous closely spacedneurons.
Patterns offunctional synaptic connectionsreflect patterns of
horizontal anatomical projections
Our results indicate that most cells receive nonhomogeneous
patterns of synaptic inputs at this early developmental stage.
What do these patterns of inputs represent?Based on several
lines of evidence, including the spacingbetweenpeaksof activity, the correlated patterns of nearby cells, and the correspondencebetweenexperimental and simulatedinput maps,we conclude that the observed patterns of synaptic connectionsreflect
the presenceof clustered horizontal inputs linking cortical columns that have, or will have, similar orientation tuning.
In our experimental maps, a majority of cells had interpeak
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distances of 440 pm and 220 pm. This is smaller than the typical
distance of 800-l 000 km between clustered horizontal connections observed anatomically in the cat cortex (Gilbert and Wiesel, 1983; Callaway and Katz, 1990). However, our recordings
were done using a randomly oriented stimulation array that
traversed orientation domains in an unknown fashion. In some
cases we would expect the array to run parallel to an iso-orientation domain, in other cases to cut through edges or corners
of such domains (see Fig. 8). The recording electrodes were also
placed essentially randomly, in the sense that we had no idea
if we were at the center or edge of an iso-orientation domain.
In such cases the distances between peaks would deviate considerably from the millimeter or so seen with anatomical methods. That this is in fact the case was revealed by simulating the
data using an orientation map derived from optical imaging
experiments. In the simulations, the distances between peaks
also averaged about 480 pm. Thus, the interpeak distances observed experimentally are almost precisely those expected from
a set of inputs originating from an organized pattern of orientation domains.
The strong correlations between the patterns of inputs of nearby cells are also consistent with input patterns originating from
clustered horizontal connections. For any one cell, a nonuniform
pattern of inputs could result from any number of artifactual
reasons, including truncation of axons, stimulation of axons of
passage, or truncation of the dendrites of the recorded cell. It
is much less likely that any of these explanations could account
for the consistently observed degree of correlation between
neighboring cells, or for the smooth shifting of patterns with
increasing distance. The relatively high degree of correlation of
input patterns amongst cells separated by < 500 pm is also consistent with several other observations on the structure of clustered connections. The clustered patches of cells labeled after a
small injection of a retrograde tracer into layer 2/3 occupy regions
300-500 ym in diameter (Gilbert and Wiesel, 1989; Callaway
and Katz, 1990). Our results imply that cells within such patches
are receiving similar patterns of inputs. This agrees very well
with in viva results using cross-correlation analysis. During the
equivalent developmental stage in the cat (P7-P14, which corresponds to about P28-P34 in ferret), Hata et al. (1993) found
that about 20% of cell pairs showed correlated firing patterns,
mostly due to common excitatory inputs. Such correlations were
seen only when electrodes were within 600 pm of each other.
Hata et al. (1993) also noted that the correlations, even at the
youngest ages, were primarily between neurons with similar
orientation sensitivities.
Although most cells had input maps that were well fit by our
model of linked iso-orientation columns, about 20% of the experimentally recorded cells had input maps that supported a
model of uniformly distributed horizontal connections radially
decreasing in strength from a source site. Such cells were typically found in slices that also contained cells with input maps
predicted by the linked iso-orientation model, although in a few
slices we found cells of almost exclusively one type or another.
There are several possible explanations for the existence of these
patterns of synaptic input onto single cells. These could be developmentally younger cells receiving horizontal connections
that are still in an unclustered state (Callaway and Katz, 199 1;
Dalva and Katz, 1993). Since the cortex develops in a roughly
inside-out manner, cells near the top of layer 2/3 could be more
immature than deeper-lying cells; this was certainly observed
anatomically in the development of vertical connections of layer

213 cells in the cat (Katz, 1990). It is also possible that different
cell types receive different patterns of horizontal connections;
there is as yet no concensus on whether all pyramidal neurons
either make or receive clustered connections. Indeed, some of
the recorded neurons may not have been pyramidal cells, and
it is unknown whether inhibitory neurons receive clustered inputs (although recent results suggest that at least some do; Dalva
and Katz, 1994). Since we did not intracellularly fill recorded
cells, we were unable to identify them morphologically. Recordings were also made from cells at various depths within
each slice, and slices were cut from the upper layers of cortex
that might have included not only layer 2/3 but also parts of
layer 4. Layer 2/3 pyramidal cells have clustered branches in
layers 2/3 and 5, not in layer 4, and layer 4 cells themselves do
not form clustered connections (Gilbert and Wiesel, 1979, 1983;
Martin and Whitteridge, 1984). Finally, we cannot rule out artifactual contributions to our maps from stimulations of axons
of passage and polysynaptic activation. For the majority of experiments, in which neurons located close together had correlated input maps, it is unlikely that these potential artifacts made
a significant contribution; in a few cases, however, these contributions may have contaminated the precision of maps.
Despite the considerable evidence that clustered inputs are
the physiological correlate of clustered tangential connections,
definitive proof will require experiments in which the orientation selectivities of both the electrodes in the stimulating array
and the recording electrode are known. In our simulated experiments these were known, and the results ofthose simulations
agree well with the experimental results. In experiments currently underway, we have used optical recording in vivo to generate orientation maps of a portion of the cortex; that portion
is subsequently removed and used for preparing brain slices for
experiments like those described here. It should thus be possible
to determine directly whether stimulation of different orientation domains gives rise to a pattern of inputs onto individual
cells as predicted by a model of functionally linked iso-orientation columns.
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